Supplementary Note 1: Performance Measures
To quantify the performance of our reconstruction method, two standard measurement indices are introduced, namely, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) and the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPR) [S1] .
True positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), Precision and Recall used to calculate AUROC and AUPR are defined as follows:
where k is the cutoff in the edge list, TP(k) is the number of true positives in the top k predictions in the edge list, and G is the number of positives in the gold standard.
where FP(k) is the number of false positive in the top k predictions in the edge list, and Q is the number of negatives in the gold standard.
Reconstruction error (RE) is used to compare the weight matrix of reconstructed network and target network directly, (S4) where xij is the edge weight between nodes i and j in the target network, xij * is the edge weight between nodes i and j in reconstructed networks, and N is network size.
Supplementary Note 2: Numerical Simulation of EG
Numerical simulation of EG is described as follows. Initially, a fraction of agents is set to choose the strategy of cooperation and the remaining agents are set to choose the strategy of defection. Nodal states are updated in parallel. For agent i of degree k, at round t, the payoff of this agent is calculated. To maximize the payoff of agent i, its strategy is updated. A Monte Carlo round t is referred to the situation where all the states at t+1 have been updated Figure S1 . The relationships between measurement error, RE, and the sparsity of the solutions on the PF and the position of knee point for three different k. Figure S1 plots the relationship between measurement error and ||Xi||1 when the average degree of ER networks changes. The simulations are conducted on ER networks with 100 nodes.
Supplementary Figures
Here, the degree of networks k is increased from 6 to 18 in steps of 6, NM=1.4, and =0.05. In each case, the left-hand graph is a 2-D plot, graphing the relationship between the measurement error and ||Xi||1. The right-hand graph shows one 2-D views of the data; variation of RE with change in sparsity ||Xi||1. Each graph of Supplementary Fig. S1 shows results for one example trial. We have gathered data for three different cases where  varies from 0.1 to 0.3 in increments of size 0.1. Figure S3 . RE as a function of the relative data length NM of time series for (a) BA networks, (b) NW networks, and (c) WS networks. We simulate evolutionary games on different model-based networks, including weighted Barabá si-Albert scale-free networks (BA) [S2] , weighted Newman-Watts small-world networks (NW) [S3] , and weighted Watts-Strogatz small-world networks (WS) [S4] . The simulations are conducted on network size N=100, k=6 and 12, and =0, 0.05, and 0.3. Here, NM is increased from 0.1 to 1.6 in steps of 0.1. Rewriting probability of small-world networks is 0.3. Each data point is obtained by averaging over 30 independent realizations. each solution of sub-problem is selected from the PF based on knee regions.
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Supplementary Figure S4 . AUPR as a function of the relative data length NM of time series for (a) BA networks, (b) NW networks, and (c) WS networks. We simulate evolutionary games on different model-based networks, including weighted BA networks, weighted NW small-world networks, and weighted WS small-world networks. The simulations are conducted on network size N=100, k=6 and 12, and =0, 0.05, and 0.3. Here, NM is increased from 0.1 to 1.6 in steps of 0.1. Rewriting probability of small-world networks is 0.3. Each data point is obtained by averaging over 30 independent realizations. each solution of sub-problem is selected from the PF based on knee regions. Figure S5 . AUROC as a function of the relative data length NM of time series for (a) BA networks, (b) NW networks, and (c) WS networks. We simulate evolutionary games on different model-based networks, including weighted BA networks, weighted NW small-world networks, and weighted WS small-world networks. The simulations are conducted on network size N=100, k=6 and 12, and =0, 0.05, and 0.3. Here, NM is increased from 0.1 to 1.6 in steps of 0.1. Rewriting probability of small-world networks is 0.3. Each data point is obtained by averaging over 30 independent realizations. each solution of sub-problem is selected from the PF based on knee regions.
networks with k=6, (b) BA networks with k=12, (c) NW networks with k=6, (d) NW networks with k=12, (e) WS networks with k=6, and (f) WS networks with k=12. Rewriting probability of small-world networks is 0.3. Here, N=100, =0.05. NM is increased from 0.1 to 0.8 in steps of 0.1. For MOEANet+RE, each solution of sub-problem selected from the PF has the best generalization ability, namely, the smallest value of RE. For MOEANet+KR, each solution of sub-problem is selected from the PF based on knee regions. For the lasso , we set =0.001 for all reconstructions. Each data point is obtained by averaging over 30 independent realizations. networks with k=6, (b) BA networks with k=12, (c) NW networks with k=6, (d) NW networks with k=12, (e) WS networks with k=6, and (f) WS networks with k=12. Rewriting probability of small-world networks is 0.3. Here, N=100, =0.05. NM is increased from 0.1 to 0.8 in steps of 0.1. For MOEANet+RE, each solution of sub-problem selected from the PF has the best generalization ability, namely, the smallest value of RE. For MOEANet+KR, each solution of sub-problem is selected from the PF based on knee regions. For the lasso , we set =0.001 for all reconstructions. Each data point is obtained by averaging over 30 independent realizations. networks with k=6, (b) BA networks with k=12, (c) NW networks with k=6, (d) NW networks with k=12, (e) WS networks with k=6, and (f) WS networks with k=12. Rewriting probability of small-world networks is 0.3. Here, N=100, =0.05. NM is increased from 0.1 to 0.8 in the step of 0.1. For MOEANet+RE, each solution of sub-problem selected from the PF has the best generalization ability, namely, the smallest value of RE. For MOEANet+KR, each solution of sub-problem is selected from the PF based on knee regions. For the lasso , we set =0.001 for all reconstructions. Each data point is obtained by averaging over 30 independent realizations.
Supplementary Table
The details of the real social networks studied in this paper are presented in Supplementary Table S1 , which includes the number N of nodes, the number L of links, and description of the networks. 
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